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Please follow these steps to apply for temporary stay permit at Beijing 

Airport Terminal 3 

 

Step 1: Follow the sign “Exit, Baggage Claim“, keep walking until you see “China Inspection 

and Quarantine “.  

 

Step 2: Walk through the “China Inspection and Quarantine “, go to the left line where 

the visa free access is located. After passing through the “visa free access” there is an 

escalator, follow the escalator downstairs then you will see the train station.  

 

Step 3: Take the train (2 stops) and get off the train at the terminal station (T3 C). 

 

Step 4: follow the sign “Exit” you will see Exit “B“. Get out of Exit "B" then you will see your 

driver or guide holding up a sign with your name waiting there for you.  

 

Please follow below instructions if you will be landing at Beijing Airport 

Terminal 2. 

 

Step 1: take an escalator up after getting off the plane, then follow the sign “Exit, Baggage 

Claim“, keep walking until you see “China Inspection and Quarantine“.  

 

Note: You will pass: “Transit for international Flights within 24 hours”; “Entry Visa”; “Visa 

Application” along the way. No need to stop at these places, just go straight to “China 

Inspection and Quarantine“. 

 

Step 2: Walk through the “China Inspection and Quarantine”, follow the yellow arrow on the 

ground “72-Hour Visa-free Transit“. Then you will see “CHINA IMMIGRATION 

INSPECTION”. Here are several access for “Foreigners“.  Please go through one of those 

access. And then you will get the “Visa-free Permit Stamp“.  

 

Step 3: after got the “Visa-free Permit Stamp”, follow the sign “Exit, Baggage Claim“ take an 

elevator down you will see “CUSTOMS“,  go through the “CUSTOMS” you will see the Arrival 

Exit of T2 (outside baggage claim) where your driver or guide will be holding up a sign with your 

name waiting for you. 

 


